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About This Game

Going Up is a fast-paced science-fiction sword fighting game. Fight endless waves of enemies in a totally doomed quest to reach
the end (and a less doomed quest to reach the high score board).

Features:

 Endless waves

 Multiple kinds of evil robots

 Wield a bolt of lightning, a flaming sword, or a line of pixels! In VR!

 Boss battle

 Probably not going to shoot your dog (but it is Early Access)

Planned features:

 More enemy types
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 More boss battles

 More stage variety
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Title: Going Up
Genre: Action, Early Access
Developer:
Conrad Nelson
Publisher:
Conrad Nelson
Release Date: 1 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer.

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 or AMD FX 8350 or greater.

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290 or better.

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requires an HTC Vive

English
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14.4 ♥♥♥♥ing hours to farm the ♥♥♥♥ing trading cards of this♥♥♥♥♥♥game. this is not a very well made game at all, it
would be sub par for a budget tablet game from maybe 2011 which is what this resembles
however, i could forgive the spiritless cheapness of it all if the AI actually provided a challenge but they dont - they simply all
putter around the track at the same low speed and you just pass them and lap them easily - they chance they have to catch you is
if you crash alot, which will also happen as the car physics are absent. there is though no need to try and even race a full speed,
you can just drive fairly casually and still easily win. i love this game because you can throw the baby in the oven or in the toilet
and turn them on
can you think of any other game that has that? No, this game is truly one of a kind. If you watch my series on Youtube, you're
bound to think I'm not going to recommend this game. But yet, I am. And here's why: this is the type of game that I don't like.
BUT, it is the type of game that some people DO like. And I think there's enough here that people will enjoy. It's not my cup of
tea but it's definitely going to be SOME people's cup of tea. There's first person platforming (which I hate) but some people
don't mind it. There's some small puzzle solving. There's an enemy I couldn't figure out how to beat. It's the devs first game and
it's been patched like 20 times in the week it's been out so they are working HARD on fixing all the issues it had. So, I gotta
recommend it. Even if I personally didn't care for it. Check out my series to see what the game was like on launch day if you
want.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=GAjNjxlRHgU&list=PL08FwntTpxPAnCbawtXpSTezqA7d6sq8L. Ohhh yeah. At first it
was rather bland because it was a visual turn off. But I've been able to get past that. The sheer size of things makes it
unpredicable. Doooo eeeet!. Fun & simple to learn in 5 mins. Now I'm thinking about buying a boat...
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Continues the story. A little different than other three chapters.. If you're looking for the game that TBFP played, this isn't it.
You're looking for Phobia 1.5

Don't make the same mistake I did.. Good solid racing fun, as an early access game it's already got the core gameplay nailed (it's
rather fun to race around the tracks!). There is room for improvement on the camera and some of the techy bits and bobs
(loading felt a bit slow for instance), but neither really get in the way of a solid racing game, I love the retro overhead viewpoint!

I look forward to seeing how the game evolves and improves over time!

Note, the camera has already been improved since I first picked this up, and as it's early-access so expect plenty of tweaks and
improvements as it goes along!. I love this game. Great puzzle game for spending your time. Also the soundtrack is great!. I
don't know how this game actually got a remaster considering how niche its genre is, only that it deserves it. Back on the SNES
it was the best gallery shooter ever made, and somehow they made it even better. New levels, new characters with new play
styles, better graphics and sound; it's a fantastic update to an excellent little gem. The one mark off is that it's only local
multiplayer, but by all means, if you've got the setup for that, get this game.

Also it's the absolute best cowboy game because you can lasso giant robot tanks and explode everything ever. "...And for 10,000
years, the hearts of Man have beated strongly in defiance of your so called powers. For 10,000 years, the hearts of Man have
stood united against a galaxy that despises them for no reason say that they have the audacity not to lay down and die! For
10,000 years, your Black Crusades have been pushed back, beaten down, and made a mockery of by weak sacks of flesh with
teeth, weapons, and disposable equipment. For that weak sack of flesh that you so gleefully mocked is no super soldier, no
immortal warrior, no creature cursed by chaos like you! He. Is. A. Man! An Imperial Guardsman drawn from some forgotten
corner of the Imperium to fight for his Species and for the safety of the people he loves! He is a factory worker, a farmer, a
storekeeper, a father, a brother, a son. A mere MAN. And against creatures like you, teeming in numbers, powered by the very
will of thirsting gods. He HOLDS THE LINE. And he has held the line for 10,000 YEARS.

So...

What's your excuse....

Monster?" - A Space Marine to his Chaos counterpart.. Original and challenging!. There is one way to describe this game:
Garbage.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/gEfRTZMTUxU
If you have $1\/\u00a30.79, just go and buy a drink of water. You'll get better entertainment from that.

I stumbled upon this game through the "simulators" page on steam and it's a compliment to call it a game, let alone a simulator.

0\/10 slav simulation

UPDATE: WALLPAPER DLC HAS BEEN RELEASED ITS A REVOLUTION IN GAMING FOR THE SECOND TIME
THEY'VE DONE IT AGAIN BOYS. Fun mechanic. Fun game. Very stripped down though. No real menus or anything. Just
throws you right in. It would be interesting to see this turned into a multiplayer game somehow.
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